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2014 UrbanArt Program
Utility Box Mural Project
City of Livermore

Beautification. Job Creation.
Promotion of Civic Pride.
Livermore UrbanArt Program

**Boothill** • *East Stanley Blvd. at Wall Street*
By artist Deborah Bailey, sponsored by Patricia H. Wheeler

**Break A Leg** • *East Stanley Blvd. at El Caminito*
By artist Fred Alvarado, sponsored by the City of Livermore

**Cowboy Boot** • *Railroad Ave. at N. Livermore Ave.*
By artist Laura Thournir, sponsored by Wendy Weathers

**The Picnic** • *401 East Jack London Blvd.*
By artist Susan Marchand, sponsored by Patricia H. Wheeler

**Yellow Roses** • *First Street near Holmes Street*
By artist Susan Marchand, sponsored by Ponderosa Homes

CITY OF LIVERMORE

These utility box murals were commissioned as part of the City’s graffiti abatement program. Each box is coated with a special finishing which protects them from graffiti damage.

**Dog** • *Holmes Street at Murrieta Blvd.*
By artist Aaron Lenhoff, sponsored by the City of Livermore

**Sunflower** • *Holmes Street near Arroyo Mocho Creek*
By artist Susan Marchand, sponsored by Mayor John Marchand